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BENCHMARKING KEY INDICATORS

BCMC and Select Canadian Cities

Benchmarking energy poverty in BC:



BC Cities in CUSP’s membership (8 municipalities within
Metro Vancouver and Greater Victoria), have some of the
lowest rates of energy poverty in Canada. This is due to BC
having some of the lowest electricity rates in North
America, and these two southern regions of BC enjoying
the mildest climate in Canada. 


That said, there are two BC anomalies when
benchmarking energy poverty rates among Canada’s
largest cities – Richmond and Surrey.
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Visible Minority Households in Energy Poverty

 


Why is the energy poverty rate in
Richmond and Surrey higher than in
Vancouver? Let’s take a look...
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SUMMARY FINDINGS
Extent of Energy Poverty
As noted, Surrey and Richmond have higher
energy poverty rates than neighbouring
Vancouver; however, when we look at households
with deeper extents of energy poverty,
Vancouver ranks in the top 3 with Richmond and
Surrey.


Richmond, Surrey and Vancouver have a higher
percentage of their households experiencing very
high and extreme energy poverty, meaning
households spending as much as 10%+ and 15%+,
respectively, of their after-tax income on home
energy bills.
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Prevelance

The greatest representation of households experiencing
energy poverty in these 3 cities are from equity-seeking
groups related to race and income poverty.


Details: 


The majority of households in energy poverty (>50%) are:  

• Richmond - Racialized (86%), In low income (73%),
Homeowners with high shelter costs (58%), or Speaking
Neither Eng./Fr. at Home (55%).

• Surrey – Racialized (65%), In low income (67%), and
Homeowners with high shelter costs (55%)

• Vancouver - Racialized (59%), In low income (52%)



Likelihood of Energy Poverty
The highest likelihood amoung households
experiencing energy poverty in these 3 cities are from
equity-seeking groups related to income poverty and
housing suitability/affordability.


Details: In all three cities, households with a greater
likelihood of experiencing energy poverty include the
following: 


• Greatly Overrepresented - those in low income and/or
in core housing need. 

• Materially Overrepresented - homeowners having
high shelter costs, racialized households, and/or
households speaking neither eng./fr. at home.  

• Somewhat Overrepresented - recent immigrant, lone
parents, and/or households living in a single family
(detached) home. Additionally, Vancouver seniors are
also somewhat overrepresented among households in
energy poverty.
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